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ACTION ITEMS LIST ONGOING/COMPLETED

Item: Kitchen Stack Flushing Schedule
Action/Result: Schedule and Quote has been received.

Item: 2204 Water Leak
Action/Result: Alex Collier from Jonas Restoration and Scott Tomlinson from
Morrison-Hershfield will start the leak assessment project on April 19, 2021.
Unfortunately due to the stay at home order the investigation has been
deferred until further notice.

Item: Window Replacement 2201, 2002, 2205
Action/Result: We can schedule the repairs after the lock down.

Item: Claridge Construction and Window Cleaning
Action/Result: Still waiting to hear back from Stephen Poon at Claridge.

Item: Remote Access
Action/Result: Remote access to program the intercom and fobs has been set
up by Aigner.

Item: Security Audit
Action/Result: Followed up with Scott regarding the next course of action.
I have reached out to Scott Hill from 3D Security regarding the current system
update and requirements.

The main two areas that are identified to be the Crime Magnets are the shelter
across the street and the alcove where the lock boxe are located.
The main thing that the Board can do to enhance the security of the building is
to replace the current cameras with high definition colour cameras. Currently
some are in colour and some are black and white.

The garage access code on Cumberland should be changed as it is currently set
to the manufacturers default code of 3333. Which is easily searchable. If
someone has access to the code they have access to the parking garage.
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Lastly we would need to update the front entrance lighting and the position of
the alcove camera and light as currently we do not have a proper view of that
area. Also changing the front entrance code would be recommended as the
buttons are wearing o� and the 4 number combination is becoming more
obvious.

Please see the 3D Security Summary attached...

Item: Spring Inspections
Action/Result: HVAC (TripDrip Tray), toilet inspections, duct cleaning.
We can send out a notice to the remaining residents that their maintenance is
due.
Kevin from Ottawa Mechanical advised me that the cost is $110 plus HST and
the cost of the filter. Norm from Clinicair has provided me with a quote and a
sign up sheet for residents to use. The toilet inspection can be carried out by
OMS at a cost of $45 per visit.

Item: Generator Pump Room Quote
Action/Result: Still waiting on a quote as we are waiting on the manufacturer
to confirm pricing.
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